West Point City
Cemetery Regulations
 Cemetery maintenance shall occur each Thursday from
April 1 to November 1.
 A total Cemetery cleaning will take place twice a year;
the first Thursday in October and the first Thursday in
May, weather permitting. Cemetery patrons should
remove any decorations they do not want discarded prior
to these dates. This is a total detailing of the Cemetery.
 Flowers pots, baskets, holders and grave decorations are
permitted on the headstone, shepherds hooks or
concrete border. Pinwheels, shepherd hooks and grave
decorations that are inserted into the ground need to be
over the grave marker only. (No decorations should
extend outside the marker or mow strip.)
 Artificial and fresh flowers are permitted in a sunken
vase on the grave marker at any time. Solar lights can be
mounted on the concrete mow strip or placed next to the
mow strip or head stone.
 Anytime decorations become unsightly they will be
removed without notice.

 Any decorations that use wires, pegs, glass or other
containers that may pose safety hazards shall not be
permitted.
 Arbors are not permitted, as well as shepherds hooks
over 3 feet high. These items will be removed by
Cemetery employees without giving notice.
 Funeral flowers and floral pieces will be removed after no
more than 10 days.
 Decorations are allowed on the grass for funerals,
Memorial Day, and the winter Holiday Season.
 No pets are allowed in the Cemetery.
 Only mortuary and City vehicles are allowed to operate
within the Cemetery.
 Children under the age of 16 are not allowed to be in the
Cemetery unless accompanied by an adult.
 The Cemetery accepts no responsibility for loss or
damages to property.

For a complete list of the West Point City Cemetery
Ordinance, please go to www.westpointcity.org or West
Point City Hall at 3200 W 300 N, West Point City, or call
776-0970.

